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Mozart was a realized soul. When I listen to music of Mozart, 

I cannot think. I feel only the joy of its creation that is flowing 

in My being and enriching Me.
1983.09.06

I said that Mozart was a born realized, so they said, “How do we know?” I 

said, “Just put your hands and think of Mozart” and immediately tremen-

dous vibrations start flowing. When such realized souls play any music or 

paint any paintings, for a realized personality it is the greatest source of joy 

because you don’t think about it, ut the essence of the creator of that joy 

becomes one with yours. You feel the bliss flowing in you. And you enjoy it 

only for joy’s sake because spirit is the joy within you. 1982.09.30
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We have people like William Blake, Shakespeare, Tennyson, 

great people, tremendous people, Mozart.... Taking their 

names itself liberates vibrations. 1981.05.24

These days there’s no question, no government is willing to 

support the artist. You know that Mozart was called by the 

queen herself to play before her. So the governments were not 

only looking after the collection of taxes but they were looking 

after the artists, musicians, painters and people who did cre-

ative art. 1992.06.21

Mozart was a realized soul. I mean there were so many people 

were realized souls, but nobody knew about them. They were 

effective because they were above all that and they created 

these tremendous things because they were one with the 

Divine Power that is creative, that is not only creative, it is pro-

tective. It is the one that thinks, that understands, co-ordinates, 

co-operates and works out. 1985.03.15
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